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Announcements

Final is scheduled for Apr 21, 2pm – 5pm
GYM FIELD HOUSE Rows 1 - 21

Please submit course evaluations!
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FINAL PREPARATION

You can do it!
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What's On the Final

• Object-oriented programming
• public vs private
• constructors (including the 

default constructor)
• static, final
• attributes/properties/fields
• methods
• getters and setters
• overloading methods and 

constructors
• defining classes and using 

objects

• Data Structures
• arrays, ArrayLists, HashSets
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• Everything from assignments
• Everything from the midterm
• Control flow (if statements 

loops, conditions)
• including the for (type el : 

container) loop

• Pass by reference, pass by value
• Primitive data types (everything 

before midterm)
• Binary (converting between 

bases)
• Reading from and writing to a 

file
• Catching exceptions
• Recursion



What's Not On the Final

Linked lists

HashMap

Throwing exceptions

Other advanced topics (edit distance, 
distributional semantics, binary search, sorting 
algorithms, recursive data structures)
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Format

Same as midterm:
• T/F

• Multiple choice

• Multi-select

• Hand-written coding questions

You are allowed:
• 1 double-sided 8.5"x11" crib sheet, hand-written 

or typed

No electronic devices permitted
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How To Study

1. Review slides, practice problems

2. Review assignments

3. Create your own crib sheet

4. Ask questions at office hours, tutorials
• Office hours continue into next week

5. Do past final exam(s)
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General Suggestions

• Get good at reading code, tracing its 
execution, and figuring out what it does!

• Compared to the midterm, the final will be 
more about thinking about how some code 
runs, and less about definitions and the 
mechanics of Java (though some questions 
will still be like this).
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PRACTICE QUESTIONS

Final exercises
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Logic

Let a, b, and c be Boolean variables
• a is true iff it rained yesterday
• b is true iff it rained two days ago
• c is true iff it rained three days ago

1. Write a logical expression that is equivalent 
to “it rained on exactly one of the past three 
days”.

2. Now, write a logical expression that is 
equivalent to “it rained on exactly two of the 
past three days”.
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OfficeChair

Write a OfficeChair class with adjustable height:
• One attribute: height (int)
• There is a default height in cm (say, 75)
• There is a getter for the height
• Chairs have a min and max height for safety:

• min: 50 max: 100

• This is the same for all OfficeChair instances

• There is a setter for the height, but it cannot set 
the height to an unsafe value. If you try to, it sets 
it to the closest safe value. (e.g., if you try to set 
the height to -20, it will set it to 50 (the min)).
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HashSet

Write a method, sameLetters, that takes in two 
strings and returns whether or not they are 
composed of the same set of letters, in any 
order

• sameLetters(“hat”, “that”) -> true

• sameLetters(“hat”, “heat”) -> false

• sameLetters(“hat”, “aaaaaahhhhhttttt”) -> true
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Recursion

Write a method that computes 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑥2

recursively, using only addition and 
multiplication (no Math library calls, iteration, or 
multiplying x by itself). Your method should 
work for all non-negative ints.

• Hint: write 𝑓(𝑥) in terms of 𝑓(𝑥 − 1)
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COURSE SUMMARY

What have we done?
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Algorithmic Thinking

We've learned something very powerful in this 
class:

• Solving problems algorithmically

• Communicating precise instructions to a 
computer using a programming language
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Modelling the World

We've also started to look at how to model 
things in the world using constructs in Java:

• Objects in Java

• Collections such as ArrayList, HashSet, HashMap

• Different ways of representing the same data, 
and the relative advantages and disadvantages of 
each
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Powerful Tools!

Computers let us process and analyze a lot more 
data than we could ourselves:

• Information access: search engines, database 
queries

• Analyze genetic, economic, language, statistical, 
social data

• Smart and secure storage and transfer of data

You now have the basic knowledge to 
understand how all of these things work!
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Next Steps

If you'd like to take further COMP courses:
COMP 250: Introduction to Computer Science

COMP 206: Introduction to Software Systems

COMP 230: Logic and Computability
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COMP 250: Intro to CS

Most similar to this course, but in more depth 
and with more theoretical rigour:

• Java (go through basics quickly)

• Algorithms – design and analysis

• Data structures

• Proving that your code is correct
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COMP 206: Software Systems

Learning multiple languages
• C, Python, Perl

Useful tools for working with software in 
different environments

• Debuggers

• Development tools

• Keeping track of changes in files

• Interfacing with the OS
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COMP 230: Logic and 
Computability

Theoretical side of CS:
• Propositional and predicate logic

• Proof systems

• Models of computation

• What problems can a computer solve or not 
solve? Solve efficiently or not solve efficiently?
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No Time for More CS Courses?
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It's Okay!

The best teacher of CS and programming is 
yourself!

Especially since you already know the basic 
concepts behind all of the popular programming 
languages!
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C#
using System;

class Program

{

public static void Main(string[] args)

{

Console.WriteLine("Hello, world!");

}

}
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Python

print "Hello, world!"
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C
#include <stdio.h>

int main()

{

printf("Hello, world!\n");

}
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Matlab

disp('Hello, world!')
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Good Luck!
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